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20 October 2020 
 

To Whom It May Concern 
 
 
RE: LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION FOR SSS 
 
TAKRAF started working with the SSS when they first opened in 2001. We have watched them 

grow from a small shop with a handful of employees to the large company they are today. 

 

With Client focus and satisfaction being one of SSS key drivers, their Management team 

ensured that their growth and expansion was done without negative impact on their Clients and 

this growth has led to the fantastic premises they have today.  It is always a pleasure for 

TAKRAF to take our clients to the SSS workshop to view our products in the manufacturing 

process, as they have a service of excellence. 

 

Sharing similar Company values, as well as, office culture and work ethics, SSS has become 

one of TAKRAF’s top premium suppliers.  This is a spot earned due to their reliability as well 

as their capability to produce our products, both machined and fabricated, in line with our high 

standards, on time and at a fair price.  They manufacture products across TAKRAF’s range of 

equipment from a massive 80 ton Bradford Breaker to a Redler Conveyor all built with quality 

and precision.  The protection of TAKRAF’s IP is critical to our organization and we are 

confident that SSS protects this as if it were their own.  

 

Management and Directors of SSS are hands on, and it is normal to see a Director on the shop 

floor getting his hands dirty, this commitment to their work is a major factor in their success, 

they know what is going on in their shop because they are present.  They also have an added 

service that we are very open to; their management team will make suggestions when they 

think they may have an idea that could improve our product.   

 

We have no hesitation in recommending SSS. 

 

Thank you and regards 

 
 
Paul Davies 
General Manager 

 


